ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In our previous work, we have shown that an oxy-peptide nucleic acid (OPNA) 12 showed all-or-none type transition that enables detection of even a single mismatch and improved solubility compared with the Nielsen-type peptide nucleic acid (PNA) (Scheme 1). In the present study, we report structural optimization of the OPNA by introducing a pyrrolidine ring (POPNA) 3 . The POPNA may have a flexible main chain, like OPNA, with constrains by a pyrrolidine ring. By restricting the side chain rotations and the main chain conformations, we will have information on the conformational requirements to achieve stable hybridization with the complementary DNAs and RNAs.
Adenine nanomers of POPNA with four different types of structural isomers (cis L, cis D, trans L and trans D configurations) were synthesized and their hybridization with the complementary DNAs were investigated from the melting behavior.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Melting curves of POPNA/DNA and OPNA/DNA (1/1) mixtures were measured at 260 nm. Tm values of their hybrids are shown in Table 1 . The highest Tm value was observed for cis L-POPNA and the lowest value was for trans L-POPNA in the case of DNA, but in the case of RNA, the highest Tm value was for trans L-POPNA and the lowest value was observed for cis L-POPNA. The results indicate that cis L-POPNA is the optimum structure for hybridization with DNA and trans L-POPNA is the optimum structure with RNA. To examine the effects of constrains of the pyrrolidine ring on the hybridization, we have measured the relevant thermodynamic parameters. Accordingly, POPNA/DNA hybridizations are governed by entropy terms, but POPNA/RNA hybridizations are governed by enthalpy terms. Smaller entropy loss of POPNA/RNA hybridizations indicates that the conformational changes required for POPNA/RNA hybridization are less than those for POPNA/DNA. Although there are only two data points for OPNA/DNA hybrids, the hybridizations seems to be governed by enthalpy terms.
PNA
The different thermodynamic behavior between POPNA/DNA hybrid and OPNA/DNA hybrid may be due to restricted conformations of POPNA. Figure 1 shows (-AH) vs (-TmAS) plots of the POPNA/DNA, RNA hybrid, the OPNA/DNA hybrid, a PNA/DNA hybrid and a DNA/DNA hybrid. An enthalpyentropy compensation relationships were found for all series of hybrids. The slope of the line may be related to the extent of conformational changes 4 . The order of the conformational changes required for the hybridization is as follows; OPNA/DNA > POPNA/DNA, RNA > PNA/DNA > DNA/DNA. The larger extent of conformational changes for the OPNAs than those for the PNA and DNA, may be a result of flexible main chain of the former. However, the extent of the conformational changes was largely reduced by the introduction of the pyrrolidine rings. To conclude, the new type of OPNA with a pyrrolidine ring (POPNA) show much closer conformational behavior on the hybridization with DNAs and RNAs. 
